Bathampton Primary School
Together on a learning adventure

Key Stage Two RE

Class
Six

Term 1-2

Term 3-4

Term 5-6

The Vikings are Coming!

Exploring Earth

Lights, camera, action

Unit 8

Unit 11

Unit 10

What do people believe about life ?

What does it mean to belong to a

What does it mean to belong to a

Religion? Islam

Religion? Hinduism

place in it and relate them to religious and other

explore aspects of religious festivals ,celebrations

explore aspects of religious festivals, celebrations,

beliefs

practices and communities and the beliefs to which

practices and communities and the beliefs to which

they relate

they relate

The Greeks

Crossing the Channel

Bath Blitz (Bath through the Ages)

Unit 7

Unit 6

Unit 12

How do people express their beliefs and

How do we make moral choices?

What does it mean to belong to a

experiences?

explore how religious and other beliefs affect

Religion? Judhaism

Explore how religions and beliefs employ signs,

approaches to moral issues

explore aspects of religious festivals, celebrations,

explore ideas about the natural world and our

Class
Five

symbols and arts to express aspects of human

practices and communities and the beliefs to which

nature

they relate

Class

Weather Green Issues/National Disasters

Four

Unit 2

Unit 1

Unit 9

What can we learn from the teachings of

What is important to me?

How can we live our life and who can

Jesus?

explore ideas about what it is to be human and

inspire us?

explore the life and teachings of Jesus and how

relate them to religious and other beliefs

explore how peoples values and commitments may

they relate to Christianity today

Egyptians(change to The Romans in 2016)

Hilarious Humour and Bath

demonstrate in the lives of religious leaders and
believers

Bathampton Primary School
Together on a learning adventure

Class

Traditional Tales

Three

Awesome Egyptians

Awesome Egyptians

Journeys

Celts

Bathampton,

Unit 3

Unit 5

Unit 4

Why do religious texts and writings

Why are some journeys and places

What does it mean to belong?

matter?

special?

explore aspects of Christianity ,festivals,

explore how religions and beliefs express

explore how religions and beliefs express

celebrations and practices

values in written form

aspects of life’s journey

Key Stage One RE
Term 1-2

Class

Super Heroes!

Looking at Light

Term 3-4
Dangerous Dragons

Capturing Castles

Term 5-6
Exploring Oceans

Our School

Two
Unit 9

Unit 6

Unit 4

Why is Jesus important?

How should we live our lives?

Where do we belong?

explore how peoples values and commitments

explore how religious and other beliefs affect

explore the practices of religious and belief

may be demonstrated in the life of Jesus

approaches to moral issues

communities
local belief community study
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Class

Going Places

Arctic Adventure

No Place like Home

Creatures Great and
Small/Animal Tales

One

Rec

Food Glorious Food

A

Bucketful

Dinosaurs

Unit 7

Unit 5

Unit 8

Why are some places special?

How do we celebrate our journey

Why is our world so special?

explore how religions and beliefs express

through life?

explore ideas about the natural world and

aspects of human nature in buildings and

explore how religions and beliefs express

relate them to religious and other beliefs

artefacts

aspects of life’s journey in creative ways

Marvellous Me

Down in the Woods

Octonauts, Festivals

People Who Help Us

Out of this World

Bugs, Slugs and

and Celebrations

Minibeasts

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Who are we?

Why are some times special?

Why are some stories special?

explore ideas of what it is to be human and

explores aspects of life on earth which are

explore how religious and beliefs are

relates them to religions and other beliefs

reflected in the pattern of religious and other

expressed in a variety of creative ways

festivals

of

